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Abstract. We report on a study of inclusive tz°  and rj 

meson production in n~vp and K +p interactions at 
250 GeV/c beam momentum. The Feynman-x spectrum 
of 7r° is very similar in shape and normalization to that 
of negatively charged particles produced in the same ex
periment. The results are compared with data at other 
energies and with FRITIOF model predictions. This 
model overestimates the r¡ cross section by a factor of 
2.5. It reproduces the n° cross section correctly, but pre
dicts a too hard n{)x distribution.

1 Introduction

In this paper we present a final analysis on (forward) n° 
and Y] production in the inclusive reactions

71 ‘ + p ^ 7 l °  + X i (1)

K + + p - + n () + X ,  (2)

n + (3)

K +-¡-p^tj+X (4)

at 250 GeV/c. The data are obtained with the european 
hybrid spectrometer (EHS) [1] using the rapid cycling
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bubble chamber (RCBC) as a vertex detector. The 7c0,s 
and 77’s are detected via the decays n°-*yy and rj^yy . 
For y detection the spectrometer is equipped with two 
gamma-detectors, intermediate (IGD) and forward 
(FGD) [2], with a combined acceptance allowing to study 
reactions (I) and (2) in the region of the Feynman var
iable 0.025 and reactions (3) and (4) in the region of 
x ^ 0 .10. In addition to IGD and FGD, RCBC is used 
for the detection of y’s from e + e~~ pair conversion in the 
sensitive volume, in the range of \x\ ^0.3.

The results presented here update preliminary results 
[3] on inclusive n° production in reactions (1) and (2). 
They are obtained on the total statistics and with a better 
understanding of the gamma detector performance. The 
results on inclusive photon production in n and K +p 
interactions at 250 GeV/c based on information from 
RCBC only, can be found in [4]. Earlier studies of re
actions (1) [5-14], (2) [14-16], (3) [5, 6, 17-20] and (4) 
[11,19] at other energies either suffer from low statistics 
or from more severe acceptance limitations.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we de
scribe the experimental procedure and the statistics used 
for the analysis. The data are presented and discussed in 
Sect. 3 and the results are summarized in Sect. 4.

2 Experimental procedure

2.1 IGD and FGD

The details of the experimental procedure relevant to the 
study of inclusive 7r° and r¡ production can be found in 
[3,21]. Here, we only summarize the main points.
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The analysis is based on the total statistics of the two 
running periods of the experiment. Events are accepted 
for the present analysis when measured and reconstructed 
charge multiplicity are consistent, charge balance is sat
isfied, no electron is detected among the secondary tracks 
and the number of badly reconstructed (and therefore 
rejected) tracks is at most 0, 1, 1,2 and 3 for events with 
charge multiplicity 2, 4, 6, 8 and > 8, respectively.

A further part of the events is excluded because of 
bad IGD or FGD data. The final samples comprise 30880 
inelastic K +p and 89474 inelastic n^p  interactions.

To maximize the signal-to-background ratio in the 
region of the nl)(r¡) meson, all showers with energy 
E <  0.7 GeV in IGD and £< 2 .0  GeV in FGD are re
jected. To reduce the background still further, we reject 
showers originating from charged hadrons by means of 
the difference in lateral dimensions in IGD [3]. The re
jections do not lead to a loss of the signal, but 
reduce the background by more than 20%.

Very asymmetric n° and rj decays are rejected by using 
the condition |cos (9 | :g0.9, where cos Q = (Ei — E2)/p 
with p the 7T°(77) momentum and £¡, E2 the gamma en
ergies.

To correct for losses due to geometrical acceptance 
(including the cos © cut described above) and conversion 
of y ’s in RCBC and spectrometer, we assign a weight to 
each y y-pair using the position of the primary vertex and 
the beam angular characteristics. Acceptance weights are 
calculated for a two-dimensional grid in (1/y, tana), 
where y is the gamma-factor of n° (77) and a is the angle 
between n° (77) and beam direction in the lab system. This 
grid is more natural than the one used in our previous 
analysis [3]. There is also a weak dependence of the ac
ceptance losses on the yy effective mass. This dependence 
is taken into account by a separate simulation of the 
acceptance weights in the 7t{) and 77 mass regions. The 
final weight assigned to each y y-pair is based on a linear 
interpolation between the nodes of the grid.

M (yy) (G eV /c2)

Fig» 1. Weighted y y invariant mass distribution with Ar(yy)>0.025 

for 7i+p interactions at 250 GeV/c. The curves show the result of 
the fit described in the text

m m

An additional loss of 7r°’s (77’s) is due to the limited 
two-shower spatial separation in the gamma-detectors 
(<:/~4cm for FGD and 10 cm for IGD). This loss is 
taken into account by means of the relation sin (9 

2 (ci/LGD)(M/p), where LGD is the distance from the 
event vertex to the gamma detector and M  the n{)(rf) 
mass.

Finally, the dependence of the FGD efficiency on the 
y energy has to be taken into account.

The cross section of is obtained by fitting the
yy-invariant mass distribution by the sum of a gaussian 
and a background of the form

BG (M) = a , . e (5)

leaving the 7r° (77) mass and width as free parameters.
Figure 1 shows the yy-invariant mass distribution for 

reaction (I) in the region covered by the IGD and FGD 
acceptance, i.e. 0.025, together with the result of the 
fit. The FWHM of the n{) peak is 20 MeV/c2, consistent 
with the energy resolution of the y-detectors.

2.2 RCBC photons

The details of the experimental procedure used for the 
detection of y’s via e + e~~ pair conversion in the sensitive 
volume of RCBC can be found in [4], where we have 
analysed y’s from RCBC in a study of direct photons. 
The methods described there allow to reconstruct ana
lytically 7T(),s at small x from the y x-spectrum. We are 
therefore able to compare the n° spectra in the central 
region from independent measurements using different 
detectors of EHS.

2.3 Combined GD and RCBC analysis

Combining the information on y’s from IGD and FGD 
with that from y conversion in RCBC allows to study n° 
production in the total forward hemisphere of Feynman- 
x. For this analysis we use the selection criteria described 
in Sect. 2.1 and in [4]. Besides GD-GD combinations the 
acceptance weights in this case include the probability for 
the detection of one y in GD and another one in RCBC 

and that for both y’s in RCBC. Formally, all six possible 
combinations are considered, but, in practice FGD-RCBC 
combinations do not contribute, RCBC-RCBC combi
nations are rare and excluded by efficiency cuts due to 
their large weights. The mixed IGD-RCBC combinations 
give the main contribution to 7r°’s produced in the region
x < 0.025.

3 Experimental results

3.1 Inclusive tt° cross sections

The fits to the weighted inclusive yy mass distribution 
using (5) yield cross section values for 0.025 of 
(21.6 ± 0.6) mb for n +p and (15.2±0.8) mb for K +p col
lisions, with the normalization obtained from the topo
logical cross sections published in [21]. The errors quoted
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here and elsewhere in this paper (unless stated otherwise) 
are statistica] only. The systematic uncertainty in absolute 
normalization is estimated to be 15%.

From the fit to the RCBC y spectrum we obtain a 
cross section for x < 0.025 of (42 + 2) mb and (36 + 3) mb 
for 7t+p and K v p collisions, respectively. The inclusive 
7T() cross section for all x is, therefore, estimated to be

a (ti ̂ p > 7iy) X) — (64 ± 2) m b, 

and

o

a (K + p-+nöX) = (51 ± 3) m b.

The total forward n{) cross sections can, firstly, be 
obtained from an exponential extrapolation of the IGD 
and FGD da/dx  spectrum to x = 0. This gives
cr* f/'(* ^ 0 )  = (38±4)mb and a K ,/;(x^0 ) = (24 + 4) 
mb, where the quoted errors include uncertainties of the 
extrapolation.

Secondly, the same quantity may be obtained from the 
combination of GD data and the fit to the RCBC y 
spectrum yielding (35 + 1) mb and (27 ±2) mb for n^p  
and K +p , respectively.

Thirdly, the combined IGD, FGD and RCBC analysis 
described in Sect. 2.3 gives the values of (35 + 2) mb and 
(25+ 2) mb, in perfect agreement with the two other 
methods.

The various cross sections are summarized in Table 1.

3.2 Inclusive n Feynman-x distributions

Differential n{) distributions are obtained by applying the 
fitting procedure to the yy mass distribution in separate

Table 1. Integrated cross sections of inclusive nu production in 

reactions n 7r(l + X and K 4/;~>7ru + X at 250 GeV/c determined 

a ) from yy-invariant mass distributions of photons measured in the 

EHS gamma-detectors ÍG D  and FGD , b) from y-conversions ob

served in the rapid cycling bubble chamber using the n () reconstruc

tion method of [4], c) like a) but extrapolated to ,v = 0, d) from yy- 

in va ri ant mass distributions of photons measured in IG D , F G D  

and y-conversions observed in the RCBC
~r>~' r  i i j . y y , ,

Device 71 p

(j (x >0.025 ) ° IG D  -1- FGD 21.6 + 0.6 15.2 +■ 0.8

a  (x >0.025) FRIT IOF 28 17

a (x £  0.025)hi RCBC 42 + 11 4M 36 +3

a (all x) all 64 + 2 51 ±3

g  (all a") FRIT IOF 73 56

<7(A ->or> IG D  + FGD 38 + 4 24 +4

a ( .t> 0 )h* all 35 ± 1 27 ±2

<7 (a- ^  o r M all 35 ±2 25 ±2
a  (x ̂  0 ) FR IT IOF 35 25

intervals of a given variable. The differential cross section 
der/dx for reactions ( 1) and (2) obtained with IGD and 
FGD (for x ^  0.025) is shown in Fig. 2 and given in 
Table 2. The integrated cross section for this region agrees 
within errors with that obtained from fits to the integrated 
y y mass distribution given in Sect. 3.1.

Also shown in Fig. 2 are the da/dx  spectra for 
x| ^0.3 reconstructed from the y spectra in RCBC, In 

the overlap region (0.025 < x ^  0.3) the two indepen
dently obtained x-distributions agree well within errors.

In Fig. 3 we present the 7ruda/dx spectra as obtained 
from photons measured in the gamma-detectors, together 
with the spectra based on combined RCBC and GD data.
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Table 2. da/cLv and ƒ  ( a )  distributions for 

réactions ( 1 ) and (2) at 250 GcV/c
Reaction 

a-in ter val

71 ' p—> 7l{) + X

■ « ■ * »  » 1

K +p-+ 7Tn + X

derjdx (nib) f ix )  (mb) d a /d .v (mb) ƒ  (a*) (mb)

Combined GD-RCBC

0.000 —0,0125 680 +140 19 + 4 480 ± 170 —

0.0125+ 0.025 435 + 29 15 ±1 348 ± 32 13 ±  1

G D  only

0.025 + 0.05 297 +16 15 ± 1 205 ±23 11 ±  Í

0.05 + 0.075 143 + 9 13 ±1 123 ±  12 10 ±  1

0.075 +0.1 100 + 6 10 i  I 82 ± 9 8.1 + 0.9

0.1 +0.125 57 ± 4 7.2 + 0.6 54 ± 5 6.5 ±0.6

0.125 +0.15 54 i  4 7.7 ±0.5 35 + 4 5.2 ±0.6

0.15 +0.175 32 + 3 5.8 ± 0.5 22 ± 4 4.3 + 0.7

0.175 +0.2 31 + 2 5.7 + 0.4 19 i 3 4.5 ±0.6

0.2 +0.25 23 + 2 5.4 ±0.3 14 ± 1 3.3 ±0.3

0.25 +0.3 17 ± 1 4.5 ±0.3 11 ± 1 2.6 ±0.3

0.3 +0.35 11 + 0 .6 3.5 ±0.2 4.4 ± 0.7 2.0 ±0.3

0.35 +0.4 6.6 +0.6 2.4 ±0.2 3,8 ± 0.9 1,8 + 0.2

0.4 +0.5 4.8 ±0.4 2.2 ± 0.2 2.5 ± 0.5 1.3 ±0.1

0.5 +0.6 2.5 ±0.2 1.3 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.3 0.88 ±0.13

0.6 +0.7 1.5 ±0.2 1.0 ±  0.1 0.3 ± 0.1 0.21 + 0.12

0.7 +0.8 0.90 ±0.20 0.72 ±0.13 0.2 ± 0.1 0.09 ±+06

0.8 +0.9 0.22 ±0.06 0.19 ±0.05 0.03 ± 0.02 0.03 + 0.03

0.9 +1.0 0.09 ±0.06 0.08 ±0.07

S
der

dx
dA (mb) (,v> 0.025) 21.7 + 0.5 15.6 + 0.7
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e
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*
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J------- L

X

Fig. 3a, b. The dcr/dx distribution 

obtained from IG D  and F G D  yy 

invariant mass spectra (full circles), 

compared with the spectrum based 

on combined RCBC and G D  data 

(open circles) a for 7i +p interactions 

at 250 GeV/c, b for K +p interactions 

at 250 GeV/c

The large errors in the region of 0.0 < .v < 0.0125 are due 
to the dominant contribution from mixed IGD-RCBC yy 
combinations having significantly larger weights than 
GD-GD combinations.

In Fig. 4 we compare the 7T°dcr/dx spectra to those 
of positively and negatively charged particles obtained in 
the same experiment [23]. The shape of the n° distribution 
follows that of negatively charged particles (mostly 7r_ ,s),

but the normalization is slightly lower for 7r°. This dif
ference in normalization is smaller for n + p than for K +p 
collisions.

In Fig. 5 a the Lorentz-invariant distribution

2 * d 2cx

dxdpr
dpT (6)
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Fig. 4a, b. The dcr/dx distribution 

compared with the prediction of the 

FR IT IOF model (dashed-dotted 
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for reactions t t+/?-^C+ -\-X and 

n yp-*C "+ X  at 250 GeV/c [22] 

a for n *p interactions at 250 GeV/c, 

b for K +p interactions at 250 GeV/c
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Fig. 5a-c. The invariant ƒ  (*) distributions For 

a n + p at 250 GeV/c and tt ' p at 360 GcV /c [23]; 

b K [p at 70 [16] and 250 GeV/c; c 71 +p and K*p 

at 250 GeV/c

0.5 1
X

for reaction (1) at 250 GeV/c is compared to that for 
reaction n~ -f p~+n° -f X at 360 GeV/c as obtained by 
the EHS/NA27 collaboration [24]. The distributions 
agree with each other, except for the very central region, 
where (as expected) cross sections are slightly higher at 
360 GeV/c than at 250. In Fig. 5 b we show the f  (x) 
distribution for reaction (2) at 250 GeV/c together with

data from a BEBC bubble chamber experiment at 
70 GeV/c [16]. Within the rather large errors, the spectra 
at 70 GeV/c and 250 GeV/c scale.

Comparison of the nüf(x ) spectra for reactions (1) 
and (2) at 250 GeV/c in Fig. 5c shows that tt° production 
is harder in 7z+p than in K +p collisions.
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Table 3. Power n obtained from the lìi of the n" ƒ  ( a )  distribu
tion for reactions (1) and (2) at 250GeV/c by the form 
f  (x) = A {\ — I a  I )" in the indicated a -ranges

t\ a-> 0 . 2 *>0.3 a  > 0.4

f
71 p

x ’/NDF
K'p
jt /NDF

2.1 ±0.1 
26/8 
2.9 ±0.2 
4/7

1.7 + 0.1 
10/6 
2.9 + 0.3 
4/5

1.6 ± 0.1
5/4
3.0 ±0.4 
2.6/3

v 2:0.5

1.5 + 0.2
4/3

.V > 0.6

1.6 + 0.2 
2.6/2

Fitting the f  (x) spectra by the power law dependence 
f(x )~  A( \ — I a- I )" suggested by dimensional counting 
rules (DCR) [25], we obtain the values lor the power n 
as given in Table 3. Starting from a  ¡>0.3 for reaction ( IJ 
and a ' 0,2 for reaction (2), the «-values are found lo be 
practically independent of the A'-intcrval used in the Ht. 
In the fragmentation region a ̂ 0.3, the experimental val
ues of n — 1.7 ± Û. 1 for reaction ( I ) and n — 2.9 ± 02 for 
reaction (2) disagree with the DCR prediction («=1.0 
for both n + ~*7z° and K +->n{i transitions). This discre
pancy is perhaps not surprising since the DCR have to 
be applied to directly produced particles, whereas a sig
nificant fraction of observed pions originates from res
onance decays. It is of interest to note that «-values for 
reactions (Í) and (2) agree, respectively, with the values 
of « — 1.6 + 0.2 for the reaction p-*n~ X and 
« =  2.7±0.3 for the reaction K + p~^n' 
the same experiment (in the region x ̂ 0.5) [23], while 
DCR predicts « = 3.0 for both 7r + ->7r” and K + 
transitions.

X, measured in

3.3 7i{] Transverse momentum distribuì ions

The transverse momentum squared distributions 
áa /áp 2r for reactions (1) and (2) at 250 GeV/c are given 
in Table 4 and presented in Fig. 6. They are well described 
by the sum of two exponentials

Table 4. do/dp] distributions for reactions (1) and (2) at 250 
GcV/c in the interval a  >0.025

prf .-interval 

(GcV/c)2

0.00
0.02
0.04
0.08
0.12
0.16
0.20

0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.90
1.00
1.50
2.00

+ 0.02 

+ 0.04 
+ 0.08 
+ 0.12 
+ 0.16 
+ 0.20 

+ 0.25 
+ 0.30 
+ 0.35 
+ 0.40 
+ 0.45 
+ 0.50 
+ 0.60 
+ 0.70 
+ 0.80 
+ 0,90 
+ 1,00 
+ 1.50 
+  2.00 
+ 2.50

c d a  ,
J — - dpj- (mb)

dpr

da/dpy■ mb/(GeV/c)

71 * p K vp

141 ±22 87 ± 18
99 ± 12 76 ± 15
95 ± 6 75 ± 7
75 ± 5 57 6

50 ± 3 30 ± 4
33 i 2 31 ± 3
27 i I 19 ± 2

20 ± 1 18 ± 2

19 ± 1 13 + 1

16 ± 1 10 ± 1

10 ± 0.6 8.3 ± 1.9
8.3 ± 0.6 7.0 ± 0.7
6,4 ± 0.4 3.1 + 0.4
3.8 ± 0.3 2.4 ± 0.3
2.7 ± 0.2 2.0 ± 0.3
2.4 ± 0.3 1.5 ± 0.2
1.5 ± 0.2 0.66 ± 0.13
0.74 ± 0.04 0.49 ± 0.05
0.28 ± 0.02 0.13 ± 0.03
0.15 ± 0.02 0.06 ± 0.02

77 2 ± 0.6 16.1 0.7

CN

o

>
<U
o

_ Q

r v  >—

CL
T>
b

" O

0 1 2

Fig. 6a, b. The dcr/dp^ distribution 
for reaction (1) a and (2) b with 
x ̂  0.025 at 250 GeV/c. Solid curves 
are fits to the sum of two 
exponentials described in the text. 
Dashed-dotted curves are predictions 
of the FRITIOF model

P? . (GeV/c) P? , (GeV/c)
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Table 5. Fits of dcr/d/;;. distributions in d •» • , r . ;
n\ a r~i\ J \ t i t Reaction /;;•-interval a c h d W N D F

reactions (1) and (2) at 250 GeV/c to the 11 1
form ac~hp2r + cc~ú/,i in the interval (GeV/c)2 mb/(GeV/c) (GeV/c)^2
v> 0 0^5 ------- —-------------------------—— —-------—-------,-----
' - ‘ "  n ' p  0.0h-2.5 110 + 7 8±3 6.6±0.6 1.9±0.3 33/16

0.0-f-2.5 90 ±7 7 + 2 6.9 ±0.5 2.2 ±0.2 29/16

da/dp 2
T ae (7)

shown as the solid lines in Fig. 6. The fitted parameter 

values are given in Table 5. The slope parameters (b,d) 
are very similar for the two reactions under consideration.

3.4 Inclusive r\ cross sections

The geometrical acceptance of the gamma-detectors al

lows to study rj production in the region x ^ O . I .  The 

addition o f photons from RC B C  to the analysis does not 

change this lim itation because o f the small number of 

mixed IG D -RC B C  combinations within the ;/ mass range 

contributing to the region of 0.0 <  a* <  0.1. The weighted 

yy invariant mass distribution for n +p interactions is 

presented in Fig. 7a. After background subtraction 

(see upper right insert) a clear 77 meson signal is visible. 

A fit as described in Sect. 2 gives a FW H M  equal to 

89 M eV /c2, a value consistent with the experimental res

olution in this mass range, and a cross section estimate 

o f (1.9 ±0.4) mb for x ^ O . l .  The rj cross section for re

action (3) in this and other x-regions is given in the first 

column o f Table 6.

In  an attempt to improve the signal-to-background 

ratio, we have further discarded y ’s forming a n° with

ÍNo
> 200 0)0
- O

5T>
160 -

~ o

120 -

80 -

40 -

ao
<No
>Q>o
X I

E

■o 60
bT5

40 -

20  -

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
M(7 7 ) (G eV /ca) M(t7 ) (G eV /c2)

Fig. 7. a Weighted y y invariant mass distribution in the region 
A'(yy)^0.1 for 7i +p interactions at 250 GeV/c. The curves are the 
result of the fit described in the text. The insert shows the signal 
after subtraction of the background; b the same as in a, but for 
K+p interactions at 250 GeV/c and after removal of photons also 
contributing to the 7r°-signal

Table 6. Inclusive tj cross section in reactions (3) and (4) at 250 
GeV/c in different ¿-regions

a* region Cross section (mb)

K<P
44raw” sample “clean” sample “clean” sample

A ' ^ 0 . 1

-v > 0.2 

a* ̂  0.4 
.v >0.5

1.9 ±0.4 
1.0 ±0.3 
0.5 ±0.1 
0.41+0.09

1.7 ±0.3 
0.9 ±0.2 
0.47 ±0.07 
0.39 + 0.07

1.0 ± 0.2 

0.5 ±0.1 

0.29 ±0.07 

0.24 + 0.05

any other gamma in the event. Fitting the “clean” y y 

mass distributions we obtain cross sections for reaction 

(3) as given in the second column o f Table 6. The values 

agree with the previous results (first column).

Fo reaction (4), a reasonable rj signal for a* ¡>0.1 is 

only obtainable in the “clean” sample (Fig. 7b). The cor

responding r¡ cross section for a  ^ 0.1 is estimated to be 

(1.0 ±0.2) mb. The cross section of reaction (4) in other 

x-regions is given in the third column o f Table 6.

For x ^ 0 . 4  the experimental ratio a (n +p-*r¡X)/ 

a (K + p-+r¡X) equals 1.6 ±0.5, and agrees with a maxi

mum value of 2 expected if rj is produced from (non- 

strange) valence quark fragmentation from the incident 

meson beam, Additional //-production from ¿"-valence 

quarks in the case of reaction (4) would lead to a ratio 

smaller than two. Our errors are too large to exclude this 

possibility.

3.5 Comparison with the FRITIOF model

The data presented in the preceding sections are com

pared with the two-string F R IT IO F  model (version 2.0) 

[26], which has been shown to describe reasonably well 

the inclusive spectra o f positively and negatively charged 

particles [23], as well as those of other particles [27,28] 

and resonances [28-30] in this experiment. We use the 

JETSET 6.3 fragmentation scheme with all parameters 

set to their default values, except for the following. We 

incorporate the tensor (2+ + ) mesons f 2 (1270), a2 (1320) 

and (1430) in the ratio P S : V: 7 =  50:35*. 15 as well 

as their decays, take the width of the primordial trans

verse momentum and fragmentation transverse momen

tum distributions equal to 0.42 and 0.44 GeV/c, respec

tively, and modify the /-quark momentum distribution 

taken to be f ( x j ) ~ x j (\-  * , ) 10as in [28]. The F R IT ÍO F  

predictions are normalized to the inelastic cross section 

[21]-

*
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The FRITIOF predictions for the n{) and r\ inclusive 
cross sections in the experimentally accessible a - ranges
are :

a () (n + p ^ n {)X)~  35 mb,(j

a v f> i, (K hp-*» n"X ) = 25 mb ,
• f W IM

( n +p-*t ]X) = 4.0 mb,

<7 >„| (K + p - * i ] X )  = 2.7 mb.

FRITIOF overestimates the rj cross section by a factor 
of ~2.5. The predicted and measured x-sections for ni] 
production are in reasonable agreement for a¡>0.

The model predictions for the da/dx  and da/áp2r 
distributions in reactions (1) and (2) are compared with 
the data in Figs. 4 and 6. The disagreement between model 
and data for da/dx  spectra (Fig. 4) is small at small a 
but increases significantly at larger a .  The spectrum of 
7r(),s is much softer than predicted from n + and K + frag
mentation. The 7T° spectrum is softer for K +p inter
actions than for n 'vp (Fig. 5c), a feature reproduced by 
FRITIOF (Fig. 4). The model satisfactorily describes the 
/jy.-distribulions as shown in Fig. 6. This implies that the 
excess of 7r()1s in the model is located in the region 
a  > 0.2 and independent of pT%

4 Summary and conclusions

In this paper a study is presented of inclusive n pro
duction for a ^0.0 and r¡ production for a ¡>0.1 in n + p 
and K +p interactions at 250 GeV/c, the highest momen
tum available for a positive meson beam. The main results 
can be formulated as follows:

1. The 7i{) da/dx  distributions in n +p and K +p reactions 
at 250 GeV/c differ in the forward cm hemisphere, thus 
reflecting the different quark content of the incident mes
ons. They are very similar in shape and in normalization 
to the dcr/dx distribution of negatively charged particles 
in 7i +p and K +p reactions at 250 GeV/c, respectively.
2. Fits of the invariant ƒ  ( a )  spectra in reactions ( 1 ) and 
(2) by the form f(x )~ A  ( 1 —  a ) "  yield values of the power 
n not consistent with predictions from dimensional count
ing rules.
3. Except for the central region, the invariant ƒ  ( a )  spec
trum of reaction (1) at 250 GeV/c is in agreement with 
that of the n~p reaction at 360 GeV/c. The invariant 
ƒ  ( a )  spectrum of reaction (2) at 250 GeV/c is in agree
ment with that at 70 GeV/c.
4. The FRITIOF model predicts an rj cross section in 
reactions (3) and (4) ~2.5 larger than measured. The 
integrated forward n° cross section is predicted correctly,

but the —*--spectrum is harder than the measured one.
dx
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